SEARCHES FOR
INFOTRAC STUDENT, JUNIOR, AND KIDS EDITIONS

Subject Guide Search
1. Search for War of 1812
   Returns subject category: See United States History – War of 1812
   Click on See
   Returns subdivisions listed
   Click View 22 articles of War of 1812
   Show Limit feature
   Limit to full text articles
   Click Search
   Check Mark box for several articles for viewing later
   Open first article
   Demonstrate Print or E-mail feature
   Demonstrate Link feature to view other articles linked to these subjects
   Demonstrate View other articles in the journal issue.

Demonstrate Default Keyword Search:

2. Search for TV violence
   Defaults to Keyword Search.
   Notice TV Violence is displayed in red letters for ease of recognition.

1. Search for Boston Tea Party.
   Displays one article with links within the article.

Keyword Search
1. Search for Mars probe

2. Search for universe expansion
   Check to search in Entire Article Content.
   Click Search

3. Search for Computer Virus*
   Check in entire article content
   Limit to year 2000
   Click Search

Relevance Search
Search for Endangered Species
Click to search in entire article content.
Click search.
Limit search to full text
Click search
To narrow search to endangered species in Texas, go back to Relevance Search Screen and type "endangered species +texas"
Click Search
Up to 200 citations are returned beginning at 100% relevance.

Advanced Search
Click Start Over

1. Search for ke Presidential Candidates
   and da July 2000 – August 2000
   In journal limit box either select the following journals from the browse list or type Newsweek or Time or U.S. News & World Report in the box for journal names (here you are searching in specific journals)
   Click Search

2. Search for book reviews by Joyce Carol Oates
   Select au from pull down option list
   Beside it in search box, type ti book reviews
   Your search string should look like this: au Joyce Carol Oates and ti book reviews
3. Search for Jn Time and Da Nov 1999 and ke (obituary and Payne Stewart) Payne Stewart’s obituary is returned

ADDITIONAL SEARCHES FOR INFOTRAC STUDENT EDITION

Subject Guide Search
United States History (demonstrates good subject list)
American Revolution (demonstrates good “see” references)
Computer virus (demonstrates default keyword search)
Atmospheric pressure
Native Americans
Alzheimers (misspell Alzheimers on purpose to demonstrate spell checker list)

Relevance Search
+drugs and birth defects
teenagers and alcoholism

Keyword Search
E.coli
Mars probe
TV violence
Photography

Advanced Search
Au joyce carol oates and ti short story
Ke (HIV and AIDS) and ke vaccin*
Ke presidential candidates; limit to date 2000; limit to journals: US News & World Report, Time, and Newsweek; limit to full text articles

SEARCHES FOR INFOTRAC K-12 JUNIOR EDITION

Subject Guide Search
diseases (demonstrates good subject list)
Bosnia (demonstrates good “see” references)
Black history and music (demonstrates a default Keyword search)
Acronyms (misspell acronym to demonstrate the Spell Checker)
Gravity
Bacteria
Water Safety
Electricity
Magnetism
Australia (misspell Australia on purpose to demonstrate how the program will find a “see” reference with the correct spelling of Australia showing how smart InfoTrac is)
Archaeology
Capital punishment
Energy conservation

Keyword Search
Chocolate
Conflict Resolution
Dental health
Common cold

Advanced Search
Su Civil War AND ke soldier!
Ke animal! AND ti cover story
SEARCHES FOR INFOTRAC
K-12 KIDS EDITION

Subject Guide Search
Rain forest (demonstrates good subject list)
insects (demonstrates good “see” references)
mammals (demonstrates good “see” references)
Charlotte’s Web
Judy Blume
solar system
alamo
hot air balloons
fire safety
dinosaurs (misspell dinosaurs on purpose to
demonstrate spell checker list)
Chicken pox
Air pollution

Keyword Search
Soccer
Circus animals
Clouds

Advanced Search
Harry Potter (limit to Periodicals and Newspapers)
Ke cat! and ti short story
Su sports and ke soccer
Advanced Search

1. **Su recovered memor*** -- searches for articles indexed under subjects in which *recovered* and words that begin with “memor” (memory, memories, etc.) occur.
   Limit Search by checking Refereed Journals and full text articles.

2. **Ti book w1 reviews and au bouchard**
   Searches for articles in which *book* is immediately followed by *reviews* in the title (actually the annotation) and the author of which is named Bouchard (alone or as part of a hyphenated name). The proximity operator *w1* indicates the direction (forward) and the number of words apart (one, meaning no intervening words).